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Look Up! Excessive Echo Meets 
Its Match at dSPACE 

The new dSPACE facility proves that production workspaces 
can be visually appealing and modern too. Kirei’s EchoSky and 
complementing rack system address noise problems and create 
one colorful ceiling!

dSPACE recently expanded its North American operations with the opening of a 
new production, testing, and shipping facility in New Hudson, Michigan. With the 
expansion, the company is better positioned to meet growing demands for the 
production of its key product lines.

AboutAbout

Prior to relocating the entire Hardware Engineering Design and Production group 
to the new facility, dSPACE tapped Landry | Cekauskas ARCHITECTURE to create 
an environment with modern design elements to support collaboration and teamwork. 
However, there was one significant design hurdle; the building was a retrofit of a typical 
high bay storage facility so echo and excessive sound reverberation were an issue, 
especially with the high ceilings. 

The Challenge



The HIL production lab, in particular, required a solution that would absorb sound 
over the collaboration zones to allow the rest of the technicians to concentrate on 
their work in the surrounding areas. The design team considered numerous acoustic 
ba�e options, but ultimately specified EchoSky from Kirei since it is lightweight, 
a�ordable, and easy to install. The customizable ba�es were paired with a rack system 
that simplifies complex ceiling installations and o�ers four attachment points per ba�e 
for added stability. 

“The roof in this building was not designed for an additional concentrated load, 
but EchoSky posed no problem. We were also drawn to the pre-designed suspension 
frame, which is sleek and easily supported from the ceiling.”

 

—Corina Hopkins, Architectural Designer at   Landry | Cekauskas ARCHITECTURE

EchoSky and the modular rack system from Kirei allowed the design team to creatively 
use a range of colors to bring visual interest to the center of the space. By using one 
color for every four ba�es, the lab’s overall neutral palette is enhanced with 
ombre-inspired shades of red, orange, yellow, blue, and grey. In addition, the ba�es
absorb disruptive noise which has been reported to reduce occupant stress and 
increase productivity.

looking for design help?
You’re not alone. If you have questions
about how to e�ectively remodel a
space so that it incorporates the
look and feel of your brand while
implementing the materials you
want, drop us a line!

kireiusa.com/contact

The Solution

The Result 


